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This book is specially designed in Ebook Library's fixed-layout KF8 format with region
magnification. Double-tap on an area of text to zoom and read.Guaranteed to enrich a toddler's
vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for helping children
discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and
numbers, titles in the series feature jobs, music, opposites, and sports. This collection combines
photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both
individuals and groups, these books are a child's perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

About the AuthorMilet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young
adults, and adults, featuring more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages
that celebrate multiculturalism and multilingualism. They are based in Chicago. --This text refers
to the board_book edition.
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Kit, “Great simple instrument board book. I was searching for a simple board book with
instruments and their names only and this bilingual one fit the bill. Each page features one
instrument on a colored background, as you see on the cover. There is a also a small amount of
adornment (repeating stock images in silo form) on each page aside from the main instrument
on each page. Otherwise, this book is great, just wish there were more instruments because my
toddler is obsessed with instruments.Instruments included are: electric guitar, drum set, violin,
piano, trumpet, saxophone, bongos, tambourine, double bass, harp, harmonica, bagpipes,
clarinet, flute, bass drum, trombone, acoustic guitar, mandolin, accordion, conga drums”

CE, “its like bad computer graphics. pictures are a bit disappointing. They aren't quite
photographs or cartoons, its like bad computer graphics.Otherwise good book”

Kat, “This would be even better if it included more instruments and a blank half-card .... This
would be even better if it included more instruments and a blank half-card to block out one page
(to help kiddos focus on one item at a time).”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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